
Beauty  Trend:  Holographic
Hair Colors

By Marissa Donovan

This cosmic beauty trend is sure to turn heads this summer!
Holographic hair is a style that many people have been into,
specifically for it’s pastel hues that pop off white and gray
pigments. These shimmery locks are perfect for making any hair
design look elegant. It’s great for anyone wanting a hair
color that is modern and playful. Since this style is so
unique, we can expect this trend to stick around for awhile.

There have been many variations for
achieving  this  beauty  trend.  See
how you can rock holographic hair
color!

1. Braids and Curls: Any type of braid can look amazing with
holographic  hair.  Try  a  loose  fishtail  braid  or  multiple
french braids to show off the many dimensions. You can also
add curls for a flirty hairstyle. Many beauty gurus on Youtube
will  be  able  to  teach  you  step  by  step  how  to  create
hairstyles that combine braid and curls together.
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Related Link: Beauty Tips: 5 Hair Trends for 2017

2. Wavy Texture: Grab your sea salt spray, and create beach
waves!  This  texture  looks  natural  against  the  spectacular
shades of pastels in your hair. You can create this look by
braiding your hair overnight or using a special curling iron
or straightener. This will look adorable for a date night!
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Related Link: Product Review: Get Ready for Date Night Faster
with the BeachWaver S1 Curling Iron
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3. Sleek and Straight: Simply straightening your hair can make
for a bold look that is sure to catch everyone’s attention.
The shorter your hair is, the edger the hairstyle will be
overall.  Making  your  hair  sleek  will  help  flaunt
and distinguish where the color starts and ends. Let your hair
straightener work wonders for a fearless look!
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Related Link: Product Review: Achieve Flawlessly Straight and
Healthy Hair with These Lifesaving Products

What other hairstyles trends will you be wearing this summer?
Let us know in the comments!
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